If-Clauses Type I

3/II

1 If mum cooks pancakes, I _________ (invite) my friend for dinner.
2 If we have a party tonight, I____________ (wear) my new jeans.
3 Sam will be happy if he ________ (see) this cake.
4 I ____________not go) to bed early if there is a good film on TV.
5 What will you do if you____________ (have) a bad mark in the test?
6 What will happen if mum _________(see) that broken the vase?
7 If Jim wins the skiing-race, he __________ (get) a medal.
8 If you want to be good in English you ______(must) study hard.
9 If it __________________(not rain) we all will go hiking.
10 We _______ (see) the Tower of London if we go to London.
11 What ____________(you do) if you write a bad mark in the test?
12 If the children have time, they _______________ visit granny.
13 I_____________ (get) some money if I help mum in the kitchen.
14 If you _________________(not water) the flower, it will die.
15 If he goes to university, he __________ (study) to become a vet.
16 Jane will go skiing at the weekend if there ____(be) enough snow.
17 I will clean the kitchen if he _____________(do) the ironing.
18 What will happen if Susan ______________ (break) the teacup?
19 If mum _______ (let) them go to the party, they will bake a cake.
20 I am sure that I will win the tennis-match if I_____(train) hard.
21 If Sue______(get) a dog she will take it out for a walk every day.
22 Mr Brown will buy a Mercedes if he ______(have) a lot of money.
23 If Miss Green has a holiday, she __________ (fly) to Paris.
24 We will get problems if we __________(not take) the dog out.
25 I do not want a cat if it _______________ (not catch) any mice.

Lösungen
1 If mum cooks pancakes, I will invite(invite) my friend for dinner.
2 If we have a party tonight, I will wear (wear) my new jeans.
3 Sam will be happy if he sees (see) this cake.
4 I will not go (not go) to bed early if there is a good film on TV.
5 What will you do if you have (have) a bad mark in the test?
6 What will happen if mum sees (see) that broken the vase?
7 If Jim wins the skiing-race, he will get (get) a medal.
8 If you want to be good in English you must (must) study hard.
9 If it does not rain (not rain) we all will go hiking.
10 We will see (see) the Tower of London if we go to London.
11 What will you do (you do) if you write a bad mark in the test?
12 If the children have time, they will visit granny.
13 I will get (get) some money if I help mum in the kitchen.
14 If you do not water (not water) the flower, it will die.
15 If he goes to university, he will study (study) to become a vet.
16 Jane will go skiing at the weekend if there is (be) enough snow.
17 I will clean the kitchen if he does (do) the ironing.
18 What will happen if Susan breaks (break) the teacup?
19 If mum lets (let) them go to the party, they will bake a cake.
20 I am sure that I will win the tennis-match if I train (train) hard.
21 If Sue gets (get) a dog she will take it out for a walk every day.
22 Mr Brown will buy a Mercedes if he has (have) a lot of money.
23 If Miss Green has a holiday, she will fly (fly) to Paris.
24 We will get problems if we do not take (not take) the dog out.
25 I do not want a cat if it does not catch (not catch) any mice.

